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Reclaim the Street Map!

Rather than doing unpaid corporate cartography,
join us in mapping the world together as a publicly
shared resource. In April 19th 2011 Google
more...

0
Lost in the Open

0

As a part of our (Galia Offri & mine) involvement in
this yearʼs Transmediale Festival in Berlin we
participated in a panel discussion titled “Lost in

Like

ShiftSpace

While the Internet's design is widely understood to be open and distributed, control over how users interact
online has given us largely centralized and closed systems. The web is undergoing a transformation whose

more...

We only care for Tunisians if they validate
our techno-fetish

Some rights reserved by gwenflickr

promise is user empowerment—but who controls the terms of this new read/write web? The web has
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followed the physical movement of the city's social center from the (public) town square to the (private) mall.
ShiftSpace attempts to subvert this trend by providing a new public space on the web.
<embed src="http://blip.tv/play/gq1alpcjhJQs%2Em4v" type="application/x-shockwave-flash" width="300"
height="510" allowscriptaccess="always" allowfullscreen="true"></embed>

Introducing Forks vs. Knives

Format note: Written as a grant proposal. Forks
vs. Knives – Developing the code that governs us
Describe your project Reaching consensus is

By pressing the [Shift]+[Space] keys, a ShiftSpace user can invoke a new meta layer above any web page
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to browse and create additional interpretations, contextualizations and interventions – which we call Shifts.
Users can choose between several authoring tools we're working to develop – which we call Spaces. Some
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are utilitarian (like Notes and Highlights) and some are more experimental/interventionist (like ImageSwap

››

and SourceShift). Users are also invited to map these shifts into Trails which can be used for collaborative
research and extended as a platform for a context-based public debate.

Browse Projects

ShiftSpace is commissioning artists to use its developer API, and create their own spaces. The platform

Activism Animation

evolves through an Open Source process that seeks to build advanced social software tools, develop

Augmented Reality Bio-Feedback

workshops and create online public spaces within a distributed network architecture.

Choreography Comedy Dance

http://www.ShiftSpace.org

Architecture
Biotech

Data

Visualization Design Digital Cinema
Documentary Electronics Engineering

Project Created: May 2006
People: Mushon Zer-Aviv, Justin Blinder, Joe Moore, Florica Vlad, Doron Ben-Avraham, David Nolen, Dan
Phiffer, Clint Newsome, Avital Oliver
Research: Open Culture
Project Type: Activism, Hacking, Open Source, Software, Web
Tags: web, plugin, parasitic, javascript, hacking, firefox, design, code, activism
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Exhibited Project

Film

Game

Generative Art Green Hacking

Hardware Immersive Installation
Learning

Motion Graphics Moving Image

Net-Art Olfactory

Open Source

Performance Art

Photo

Physical

Computing Public Art Robotics Science

Software

Solar

Sound

Television

Ubiquitous Computing Urban Intervention

Video

Virtual Reality Visual Art

Wearables Web Writing and Publishing
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